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PPT FILES provide Metaphysical and Cosmological background  
 

The Mandala: what was Anthony doing? 
The Mandala: what was Anthony doing?  = ASTRO A ### Anthony doing 19 sl  
AD EXCERPTS ON MANDALA Astronoesis Intro.pdf 

AD EXCERPTS ON SYMBOL and MANDALA from AD Supp.pdf 

 
… Tucci   circle and the cross; Tucci;  

MANDALA INTRO.pdf   The Mandala: three meanings…  tucci 

 

Mandala three basic levels: metaphysical, cosmological, natal  
= ASTRO B ### Astrosophia for wednesday 0427 part 4 Mandala three contexts 17 slides 
 
Then you apply that to the cosmos. quotes from Taimni and T Subba row. These are 
the four principles of every cosmos. So in every cosmos you're going to find the unity, the 
intelligence, which is the stars in the cosmos;  the soul cycles, which is the planetary 
movements, spinning wheels. Then finally in the earth-- the fourfold of the four gates, the 
four elements.   NEED TO COMBINE: provide some pictures 

ASTRO E ## cosmos and four # cosmic map 

 
Anthony talks about the unit of life. Coming here to experience this universe and you 
become wisdom. And you need a center of experience so that you can interact with the 
matrix of the world idea and the Transformer and transformed. And that's what the Natal 
chart gives you a picture of. How you become wisdom, compassion, how you access 
those and how you express those.  
 
That unit of life has in it already the seed of Buddhahood. The ray of the soul you are 
already has that potential in it. It already has  that divine, but it also needs to meet up 
with the universe: so needs the organized body that it gets at birth: to express unfold 
and to deepen its experience and unfoldment and wake up and grow up journey.   
 
SEE WEB FILES FOR SOUL 
Unit of Life revised version  

2 pages from Plotinus The Enneads on Soul 1-1-7 and 4-1-1 re-order 

YOU BECOME WISDOM: Eight themes on Soul’s evolutionary journey 
 

 
Two meanings of  “embodiment:” could mean the soul coming to earth in four elements, 
but also could mean beginning with entire cosmos itself:   “souls peering first from WM 
first put on a heavenly body” A body of light or Ananda: and then many nested levels. 

http://averysolomon.com/wp-content/uploads/2024/06/ASTRO-A-Astrosophia-for-wednesday-0427-Anthony-doing-19-sl.pdf
http://averysolomon.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/AD-EXCERPTS-ON-MANDALA-Astronoesis-Intro.pdf
http://averysolomon.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/AD-EXCERPTS-ON-SYMBOL-and-MANDALA-from-AD-Supp-rev2.pdf
http://averysolomon.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/mandala-intro-REVISING.pdf
http://averysolomon.com/wp-content/uploads/2024/06/ASTRO-B-Astrosophia-for-wednesday-0427-part-4-Mandala-three-contexts-17-slides.pdf
http://averysolomon.com/wp-content/uploads/2024/06/ASTRO-E-cosmos-and-four-cosmic-map-cosmic-epistemology-GOOD-0613-CUT-TO-65-SL.pdf
http://averysolomon.com/wp-content/uploads/2024/06/1-2-my-wednesday-note-UNIT-OF-LIFE-rev.pdf
http://averysolomon.com/wp-content/uploads/2024/06/Plotinus-1-1-7-4-1-4-2-4-3-30-2-pages-reorder.pdf
http://lookingintomind.com/index.php/unit-of-life/
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Body Booklet Excerpts 
 
Talk about the 360 and what a symbol is … Anthony -- the stars are theophany of 
radiating intelligences. Now, you don't have to know what that means, but it's very 
beautiful. so each degree,  is a unique,   

360 DEGREES  = ASTRO G ## astrology 0225 2023 2027 rev 5 - 360 DEGREES 28SL   
 
You are that awareness, disguised as a person.    
It's a profound complementarity of the hierarchy and simultaneity.  
it's never not here present. It's present.  Intimately present.  
 
we can distinguish four modes of presence. there are four aspects of what you call 
you. It's to bring a big wholeness. 
let's apply it to our lives. And see if those symbols help you to think about. Who you are, 
consciousness appearing as a person, the whole lineage and family, and your inner guide. 
And then how you relate with all the other consciousnesses on the dance floor. And finally, 
what's the world tell you?  
Four Gates pictures and notes 
 
First, put on a luminous body. calls it the augoedies. The luminous body. The the Hindus 
call it Ananda's body. The body of bliss and then that contracts, to what's called the body 
of intelligence. That's the stars, you see. talking about the embodiment of that ray of soul 
in the Ananda, in the starry spheres, which is intelligence, and then in what they call the I 
Am. the reasoning. And then finally the physical body. So body is all that:  Earth body. And 
then there's planetary body, the starry body .  
The cross could be looked at as four different ways in which you have body or 
embodied. MC:  the cosmic body, that's the mid heaven. IC:  If you go back 20 generations 
only, it took a million people back there to give rise to.  That's the water element. And Air: 
you are related to all the other Consciousnesses appearing as people… Desc. 
 
living is to embrace it all.  
For example, when you get your descendant, you see that every human being you relate to, 
…  the circumstances you're in, the mid heaven. It's all for your evolving, the family you're 
you're born into and your heredity. even the person you think you are. You can accept that, 
yes. So that's a very good point. And when you can do that, it brings about a wholeness. 
Holiness. That's the sacred geometry.  
 
 
  

http://averysolomon.com/wp-content/uploads/2024/06/Body-Booklet-EXCERPTS-FOR-SWEDEN-2024.pdf
http://averysolomon.com/wp-content/uploads/2024/06/ASTRO-G-astrology-0225-2023-2027-rev-5-360-DEGREES-28SL.pdf
http://averysolomon.com/wp-content/uploads/2024/06/four-gates-and-pictures-for-web.pdf
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For Tuesday 25 June Sweden 
FOUR GATES BACKGROUND OUTLINE 

Unit of Life revised version  

1984 0309 SOUL DOUBLE NATURE uroboric plus 1205 2020 Audio AD 

2 pages from Plotinus The Enneads on Soul 1-1-7 and 4-1-1 re-order 

Two more pages Plotinus on Soul and Cosmos 

  

Four Gates pictures and notes 

Horoscopes and Degrees for 25 Jun 

# four awarenesses  rev 2024 0301 rev 0607 rev cut 0614 to print 6p 

Body Booklet Excerpts 

IM wisdom for 25 June 2p 

  

PPT Files provide cosmological background…  

The Mandala: what was Anthony doing? 

AD EXCERPTS ON MANDALA Astronoesis Intro.pdf 

AD EXCERPTS ON SYMBOL and MANDALA from AD Supp.pdf 

MANDALA INTRO.pdf   The Mandala: three meanings…  tucci 

Mandala three basic levels: metaphysical, cosmological, natal 

ASTRO E ## cosmos and four # cosmic map  

Unit of Life revised version  

360 DEGREES  

 

   YOU BECOME WISDOM: Eight themes on Soul’s evolutionary journey 

 
 Witness-I and 360 Degrees of Zodiac 

ANTHONY ON 360 and I thought audio/text 2 minutes  

ANTHONY ON 360 Gods audio/text 2 minutes  

Cosmic Epistemology 
360 and I  

LIGHT OF SOUL AND ORGANIZED BODY  

EGO AND ASTROLOGY  
 

PPT Slides with quotes notes images click here    ON BODY OK 

http://averysolomon.com/wp-content/uploads/2024/06/four-gates-outline-UPDATE.pdf
http://averysolomon.com/wp-content/uploads/2024/06/1-2-my-wednesday-note-UNIT-OF-LIFE-rev.pdf
http://averysolomon.com/wp-content/uploads/2024/05/1984-0309-SOUL-DOUBLE-NATURE-uroboric-plus-1205-2020.mp4
http://averysolomon.com/wp-content/uploads/2024/06/Plotinus-1-1-7-4-1-4-2-4-3-30-2-pages-reorder.pdf
http://averysolomon.com/wp-content/uploads/2024/06/2-more-pages-Plotinus-on-Soul-and-Cosmos.pdf
http://averysolomon.com/wp-content/uploads/2024/06/four-gates-and-pictures-for-web.pdf
http://averysolomon.com/wp-content/uploads/2024/06/horoscopes-for-25-June-sweden.pdf
http://averysolomon.com/wp-content/uploads/2024/06/four-awarenesses-rev-2024-0301-rev-0607-rev-cut-0614-to-print-6p.pdf
http://averysolomon.com/wp-content/uploads/2024/06/Body-Booklet-EXCERPTS-FOR-SWEDEN-2024.pdf
http://averysolomon.com/wp-content/uploads/2024/06/IM-wisdom-revised-2023.pdf
http://averysolomon.com/wp-content/uploads/2024/06/ASTRO-A-Astrosophia-for-wednesday-0427-Anthony-doing-19-sl.pdf
http://averysolomon.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/AD-EXCERPTS-ON-MANDALA-Astronoesis-Intro.pdf
http://averysolomon.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/AD-EXCERPTS-ON-SYMBOL-and-MANDALA-from-AD-Supp-rev2.pdf
http://averysolomon.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/mandala-intro-REVISING.pdf
http://averysolomon.com/wp-content/uploads/2024/06/ASTRO-B-Astrosophia-for-wednesday-0427-part-4-Mandala-three-contexts-17-slides.pdf
http://averysolomon.com/wp-content/uploads/2024/06/ASTRO-E-cosmos-and-four-cosmic-map-cosmic-epistemology-GOOD-0613-CUT-TO-65-SL.pdf
http://averysolomon.com/wp-content/uploads/2024/06/1-2-my-wednesday-note-UNIT-OF-LIFE-rev.pdf
http://averysolomon.com/wp-content/uploads/2024/06/ASTRO-G-astrology-0225-2023-2027-rev-5-360-DEGREES-28SL.pdf
http://lookingintomind.com/index.php/unit-of-life/
http://lookingintomind.com/index.php/360-and-i-2/
http://lookingintomind.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/360-and-I-CUT-ONLY.mp4
http://lookingintomind.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/360-gods.mp4
http://lookingintomind.com/index.php/cosmic-epistemology/
http://lookingintomind.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/360-AND-I-LONGER.pdf
http://lookingintomind.com/index.php/light-of-soul-and-organized-body/
http://lookingintomind.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/ASTROLOGY-AND-EGO.pdf
http://averysolomon.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/slides-for-march-11-2023-rev.pdf

